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The method includes accessing a database containing sets of multi-spectral signatures for one or
more target classes of interest, comparing the multi-spectral signature acquired from the area of

interest to the signatures contained in the database using a similarity metric, and identifying one or
more target class(es) that are associated with the pattern of the multi-spectral signature. Remote

sensing systems are used to acquire data on a wide range of physical phenomena. For example, such
systems have been used in applications such as gathering meteorological data, monitoring forest
fires, capturing images of the Earth""s surface, detecting phenomena such as earthquakes, and
measuring the earth""s magnetic field. One remote sensing technique is hyperspectral remote

sensing. Using hyperspectral remote sensing, an instrument acquires images from multiple different
wavelengths of visible and near-infrared light, which are either passively sensed or actively

modulated. For example, a light of a particular wavelength may be reflected from an object and
directed into the instrument, and a sensor may detect light at a particular wavelength of the light
reflected from the object. Hyperspectral imaging, i.e., imaging at many wavelengths, may enable

the remote sensing system to distinguish different materials, such as vegetation, minerals, or various
surface types, at different distances and angles based on the different wavelengths of light. The

analysis of hyperspectral image data is difficult, however, because the images typically contain a
large number of bands of data. Many remote sensing systems include a plurality of sensors or

detectors having a plurality of different wavelengths or bands of data. For example, one remote
sensing system may include two different images, a visible image and an infrared image, where
each image is made up of a plurality of bands of data corresponding to different wavelengths of
electromagnetic radiation, e.g., visible light and infrared light. In analyzing hyperspectral image

data, it is common to apply a
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='redacted.json', metrics = {
jobSuccess = '' + tag, jobFailure =
'' + tag, }, proxy = null, noProxy =
['localhost'], allowProxy = false, ssl

= 'https', skipSSL = false, }) {
const config = getConfigValues({

s3Bucket, tag, key, metrics, });
return { dev: false, prod: true,

process: (config.browser || 'html')
=== 'puppeteer', proxy, noProxy,

allowProxy, ssl, skipSSL, }; };
Detecting abnormalities in

mammalian genomes can provide a
powerful tool for biomedical
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research. Such detection has been
approached in a number of
different ways, including

hybridization-based assays such as
Southern blotting and in situ

hybridization. These hybridization-
based assays, however, only detect

those sequences that have been
previously determined by

researchers. Without a previously
identified sequence, hybridization-

based assays cannot be used. In
order to detect particular sequences

which have not been previously
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identified, a variety of methods are
used, such as: a) probing with

labeled probes using a variety of
techniques; b) probing with
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